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With the rapid development of online video data, how to find the required information has become an urgent problem to be solved.
This article focuses on sports videos and studies video classification and content-based retrieval techniques. Its purpose is to
establish a mark and index of video content and to promote user acquisition through computer processing, analysis, and
understanding of video content. Video tennis classification has high research and application value. This article focuses on video
tennis based on the selection of the basic frame of each shot and proposes an algorithm for classification of shots based on
average grouping. Based on this, we use a color-coded spatial detection method to detect the type of tennis match. Then, it
integrates the results of audiovisual analysis to identify and classify exciting events in tennis matches. According to statistics,
although the number of people participating in tennis cannot enter the top ten, the number of spectators ranks fourth. Four
tennis tournaments, masters, and crown tournaments are held every year around the world. Watching large-scale international
tennis matches has become a pillar of leisure and vacation for many people. Tennis matches last from two hours to four hours
or more, and there are countless large and small tennis matches around the world every year, so the number of tennis records
created is staggering. And artificial intelligence technology is rarely used in tennis in the sports world (5%), but football has
reached 50%. Therefore, when dealing with such a large amount of data, we urgently need to find a fast and effective video
retrieval classification method to find the required information. The experiment of tennis video classification research based on
machine learning technology proves that the accuracy of tennis video classification reaches 98%, so this system has high feasibility.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Tennis video data contains a lot of informa-
tion, such as characters, scenes, objects, actions, and stories.
According to statistics, 80% of the information received by
humans is received visually, while tennis video information
is intuitive and vivid, making it the most effective way of
communication in human life. In today’s fast-changing,
complex information age, the development of computer
and network technology, and the promotion and application
of multimedia, various tennis video materials are constantly
being created, and more and more tennis videos and digital
databases are emerging: on-demand tennis video, mobile,
web TV, and many other new and tennis video streaming
media. In the face of a large number of tennis videos, how

to quickly obtain the required information from them is very
important. Machine learning has a wide range of applications
in human behavior recognition, mainly focusing on smart
video surveillance, patient monitoring systems, human-
computer interaction, virtual reality, smart home, smart
security, athlete-assisted training, and content-based video
retrieval and smart image compression. It has broad applica-
tion prospects and potential economic and social value, and
many methods of behavior identification are also used. So
machine learning provides technical support for tennis video
classification.

1.2. Significance. Sports tennis video content analysis tech-
nology is individually evaluated by researchers due to its wide
application prospects and significant academic value. The
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basic technology of sports tennis video content analysis is
actually the analysis of events and their relationships. By
highlighting and organizing these events, the query needs of
most users can be met. From an academic point of view,
event detection and recognition are typical problems of
computer vision and pattern recognition. On the one hand,
content-based tennis video search technology creates an
effective semantic index of tennis video information, allow-
ing users to quickly and easily view and retrieve tennis video
content. At the same time, the development of content-based
tennis video search technology provides more user-friendly
and personalized functions. New tennis video services have
changed the way users watch tennis videos from passive
acceptance to more active choices. It can be said that related
technologies such as content analysis have changed the con-
sumption of information. Users can not only view differenti-
ated high-resolution professional tennis video data but also
capture a large amount of effective information. Therefore,
finding a way to solve these problems and successfully creat-
ing a sport tennis video content analysis system will provide
important insights into other similar target semantic analysis
problems and ultimately video analysis and search, thereby
promoting the development of various fields.

1.3. Related Work. Rovithakis et al. proposed a hybrid neural
network/genetic algorithm technology to design feature
extractors to achieve highly separable classes in the feature
space. The purpose of this system is to identify the condition
of human tissues in the surrounding blood vessels (i.e., nor-
mal, fibrous, and calcified). In order to distinguish normal
levels from normal cells and cells affected by acute lympho-
blastic leukemia, the system was further tested and classified
by the range of blood sample nucleus measurement. As an
advantage of the proposed technique, you may encounter
the fact that the algorithmic nature of the design process,
the result of optimized classification, and the performance
of the system are less dependent on the type of classifier used
[1]. However, due to the uncertainty of the experimental pro-
cess, there are still gaps in the experimental results. Zupanc
and Bosnic believe that essays are considered to be the most
useful tool for evaluating student learning outcomes, guiding
the learning process, and measuring progress. Grading stu-
dents manually is a time-consuming process, but it is still
necessary. Automatic composition evaluation is a practical
solution to this task, but its main disadvantage is that it
mainly focuses on vocabulary and text grammar, while
semantic testing is very limited. They suggested extending
the existing automated paper evaluation system by incorpo-
rating consistency and other semantic features of consistency
[2]. However, their experimental process is not closed, so
there is a certain deviation in the experimental results. Jenke
et al. use EEG signals for emotion recognition, which can
directly assess the user’s “internal” state, which is considered
an important factor in human-computer interaction. Many
feature extraction methods have been studied, and appropri-
ate features and electrode positions are usually selected based
on neuroscience findings. However, a small number of differ-
ent feature sets have been used and their suitability for emo-
tion recognition has been tested on different data sets that are

usually small. One major limitation is the comparison of
systems with no features. Therefore, they reviewed the
feature extraction methods for emotion recognition in EEG
signals based on 33 studies. An experiment was conducted
to compare these features using machine learning techniques
to perform feature selection on self-recorded data sets. The
performance of different feature selection methods, the usage
of selected feature types, and the results of electrode position
selection are given [3]. However, the factors selected by their
multivariate method are slightly inferior to that of the univar-
iate method, resulting in inaccurate results.

1.4. Innovation Points/Main Content. The innovation of this
paper is (1) the use of video stream semantic analysis
methods, which mainly include shot classification, player
detection, and player tracking. On the basis of the existing
lens classification algorithm, the characteristics of the lens
in the tennis match video are fully studied, and a lens
classification scheme based on Hough transform and SVM
is proposed, which divides the shots into match shots and
nonmatch shots. Then, use the frame difference method to
achieve player detection and player tracking and give the
experimental results. (2) Through the audio and video fea-
ture fusion technology, the detection of ACE balls, bottom
line matches, and tennis balls in tennis matches is realized.
(3) Introduce a continuous hidden Markov model (CHMM).
The sounds that appear in a tennis match are divided into
five categories, namely, batting, cheering, enthusiastic
commentary by the narrator, ordinary commentary by the
narrator, and noise. Calculate the audio feature values, and
then train the sample parameters to obtain the continuous
hidden Markov model of the five types of sounds, and then
calculate the output probability of the sound to the various
CHMM models, and use the maximum output probability
to realize the automatic classification of the audio stream in
the tennis match.

2. Tennis Video Field Lens Detection

The traditional video structure analysis method is to edit the
segmentation in the video stream, basic frame extraction, and
scene segmentation to obtain structured video information
[4, 5]. The structure of the tennis video is very good. Shot
changes usually occur after the end of the round, usually with
the player’s close-up (maybe the audience’s shot) and the
beginning of the next round. Due to the large amount of ten-
nis video data, the method of the first one detecting the
download limit, then selecting the basic frame, and then
downloading the game download content by shooting classi-
fication contains a lot of unnecessary content, which must be
[6, 7]. Therefore, it is more effective to extract court shots
directly from the tennis video stream. Figure 1 shows a com-
mon video structured block diagram. It can be seen from the
figure that the video structure is mainly composed of video
key frames, video shots, video groups, and video scenes. We
know that video is composed of out-frame images, so the
video frame is the most basic element of the video structure
[8, 9]. A continuous video frame constitutes a video shot.
In a video frame, one or more frames of video that can
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represent the characteristics of a video shot constitute a key
frame. Extracting key frames and segmenting video shots
are the basis and key step of video structuring, which directly
affects the efficiency of subsequent video detection [10].
Several video shots can constitute a video scene, and these
shots are either semantically related or adjacent in time.
The structure between the video scene and the video shot is
defined as a group. The shots in the same group usually have
similarity in content, similarity in background, and continu-
ity in time [11], as shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Common Lens Detection Methods for Tennis Courts. The
following briefly introduces several methods for detecting
shots of tennis courts. The tennis match field shot referred
to here is defined as a global shot containing the field
[12, 13], because tennis video first needs to detect whether
it is a tennis match, which is divided according to the
color-coded spatial detection method of the tennis court.

(1) Detection method based on the statistical characteris-
tics of the main color: there are four main types of ten-
nis courts: clay courts, synthetic plastic courts, hard
courts, and grass courts. These types can be distin-
guished by their color attributes [14]. Through the sta-
tistical analysis of some typical frames of tennis courts,
Xu summarized the standard color attribute charac-
teristics of four types of venues, as shown in Table 1.

This method first calculates the main color of the current
frame image in the prescribed rectangular window and then
calculates the Euclidean distance between the main color and
the mean color value of various venue types (as shown in

Table 1.1) and obtains the minimum Euclidean distance
[15]. Which venue type has the smallest Euclidean distance,
then court_class is recorded as the venue type, and court_color
is recorded as the main color value corresponding to the venue
type. The formula for calculating the Euclidean distance
between pixel point ðm, nÞ and point ðj, kÞ is as follows:

de m, nð Þ, j, kð Þ½ � = m − jð Þ2 + n − kð Þ2� �1/2
: ð1Þ

For the color image of the colormodel, the formula for cal-
culating the Euclidean distance is as follows:

de m, nð Þ, j, kð Þ½ � = B x,yð Þ − B j,kð Þ
� �2

+ R x,yð Þ − R j,kð Þ
� �2

�

+ G x,yð Þ −G j,kð Þ
� �2

�1/2
:

ð2Þ
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Figure 1: Structured block diagram of video stream.

Table 1: Color statistical characteristics of tennis courts.

Class of count
Mean (R : G : B)

colors
Class

threshold
Fraction
threshold

Carpet

111 : 154 : 123
68 : 69 : 71
59 : 53 : 52

135 : 112 : 152

25 40

Clay
125 : 56 : 54
167 : 56 : 68

25 25

Hard 46 : 56 : 25 25 25

Grass
95 : 152 : 65
68 : 54 : 152

25 40
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If the minimum Euclidean distance obtained is not less
than the marked field type threshold (Class Threshold), then,
the frame image is considered to be not a frame containing a
tennis court [16]. Otherwise, do the following for each pixel
in the rectangular window area: calculate the Euclidean dis-
tance between the color of each pixel and the field color
marked by count_color, if the distance is greater than the
Fraction_Threshold threshold of the field type marked by
count_class, then

Court = court + 1, ð3Þ

Total = total + 1: ð4Þ

Finally, the formula is used to calculate the proportion of
pixels belonging to the court. If court_fraction is greater than
0.6 (determined as the set empirical value), the frame of image
is considered to be a tennis court frame belonging to the
current court type. Otherwise, the frame does not belong to
the frame containing the playing field [17]. This method is
more convenient and simple, easy to implement, and low
computational complexity. However, there are two shortcom-
ings. First, when calculating the Euclidean distance between a
specific type of field frame and the color of the current frame, a
fixed threshold is used to determine whether the current frame
is a game scene frame. The problem is that the fixed closed
value has certain limitations. If the selection is unreasonable,
it will greatly affect the detection effect [18, 19]. Second, using
color features alone cannot obtain good detection results. If
the color of the clothing worn by the player is very close to
the color of the field, the close-up shot of the player will also
be considered a field shot [20].

(2) Detection method based on white pixels: Pan and
Weijun observed that no matter what type of court,
the boundary line of the tennis court is always white.
In addition, the number of white pixels composing
the boundary line of the field is a relatively constant
[9]. Using these two characteristics, the algorithm is
proposed.

(i) Detection of white pixels: normally, the bound-
ary line of any tennis court is white. However,
in actual situations, there is not only the field line,
which is the only white object in an image [21].
Advertising icons, parts of the stadium, specta-
tors, and sometimes even the clothes worn by
the players are more or less white. Therefore, it
is assumed in the literature that the width of the
field line will not be wider than one pixel. It is
set in the literature to select a candidate pixel
and compare whether the brightness value of
the pixel in the four directions of the pixel
distance is greater than the brightness value of
the candidate pixel. If the brightness value of
the surrounding pixels is less than the brightness
value of the candidate pixel, the candidate pixel is
marked as a white pixel [22].

(ii) Detection of the playing field frame: set a rectan-
gular window; the length is the length of the
image, the width is one-half of the width of the
image, and the center of the rectangle is the cen-
ter of the image. The selection of the threshold of
this method is based on experience, so it greatly
affects the accuracy and effectiveness of the
detection [23]. In addition, for the clay field, the
white field line is not complete, and the accuracy
of detection is low by relying solely on the num-
ber of white pixels on the field line [24].

3. Audio Stream Analysis and Recognition in
Tennis Video

In recent years, the semantic analysis of audio streams has
attracted the attention of researchers in related technical
fields such as content-based video analysis and retrieval,
speech recognition, and audio retrieval. By comparing and
analyzing several representative audio recognition and classi-
fication algorithms, we found that the algorithm based on the
HMM Hidden Markov Model has better recognition effi-
ciency. In this paper, the HMM classification algorithm is
used to divide the tennis game audio stream into five catego-
ries: batting sound, cheering sound, passionate commentary
by the narrator, gentle definition by the narrator, and back-
ground noise [23].

3.1. Implementation of Audio Classifier. Currently, the
implementation of audio classifiers is mainly based on the
following methods:

(1) Rule-based audio classification: the basic idea of this
method is you can select a feature that can be distin-
guished from other audio categories, then set a
threshold for the function, and compare the calcu-
lated actual function value with the threshold accord-
ing to the default rule to specify the audio category.
This method is easy to use, but due to its simplicity,
it is only suitable for audio types that have simple
identification functions such as mute. This method
has the following disadvantages:

(i) Decision rules and classification order are not
necessarily optimal

(ii) Decision errors at higher levels will accumulate
to the next level, forming a “snowball” effect

(iii) The classification error is large and requires
prior human knowledge and experimental
analysis, especially the threshold determination.
Therefore, the classification accuracy of the rule
classification method is low, and it is only suit-
able for simple voice classification that can be
clearly distinguished, and it is difficult to support
complex and multifunctional voice classification
applications
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(2) Minimum distance audio classification: this method
uses the idea of matching templates to create a
template for each audio type and then calculates the
feature vector of the actual audio frame and uses
the feature vector to match the template vector
(usually calculating their distance from the vector
space) to determine the type of sound.

(3) Audio classification based on statistical learning
algorithm: this method requires specifying a batch
of preclassified training samples, creating a classifier
with guided learning and training and measuring
the samples to be classified in the test set to measure
the classification performance. Speech classification
based on statistical learning algorithms is the focus
of speech classification research. It provides an
effective way to perform automatic and self-learning
classification. This is the main research direction in
this field now and in the future.

3.2. Typical Audio Classification Method. Typical audio clas-
sification methods include decision tree-based classification
methods, KNN (nearest neighbor method) classification
methods, Bayesian classification methods, neural network
classification methods, SVM (support vector machine) classi-
fication methods, and hidden Markov model methods.

(1) Classification method based on decision tree: the so-
called decision tree is a tree structure similar to a
flowchart. Each node of the tree represents a test of
an attribute (value), its branches represent the test
results, and each node of the leaves of the tree repre-
sents a category. The highest node of the tree is the

root node. The decision tree in Figure 2 describes
whether the audio track is a speech signal and has
been classified and predicted, as shown in Figure 2.

In order to sort and identify unknown data objects, the
attribute values in the data set can be checked according to
the structure of the decision tree. The path from the root
node to the leaf node of the decision tree forms the class pre-
diction of the corresponding object. Decision trees can be
easily transformed into sorting rules. When building a deci-
sion tree, there are many branches in the data set that will
generate noise or abnormal data. Pruning a tree is a method
of locating and eliminating such branches to improve the
classification accuracy of unknown objects.

(2) KNN (k-nearest neighbor method) classification
method: KNN classification is a classification method
that minimizes distance. KNN classifier is a classifica-
tion calculation method based on learning rate. The
training samples have n digital features, and each
sample represents a node in a n-dimensional space,
so all samples are stored in a n-dimensional space.
When inputting an unknown data object (type), the
KNN classifier will search the dimensionless space
and find the k training samples closest to the
unknown data object. When inputting an unknown
data object (category), the KNN classifier will search
the dimensionless space and find the k training sam-
ples closest to the unknown data object. These train-
ing samples k are the “k” of the unknown data object.
The concept of “nearest” refers to the Euclidean
shortest distance between two points in the e-dimen-
sional space, and the two points in the n-dimensional

Likelihood ratio

parameter 

MEl cepstrum

coefficient 
No

Yes No

Meet the requirements

Meet the requirements Non-compliant

Non-compliant

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of decision number.
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space X = fx1, x2,⋯, xng and Y = fy1, y2, the
Euclidean distance between,⋯, ynÞ are defined as

d X, Yð Þ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
n

i=1
Xi − Yið Þ

s
: ð5Þ

Data objects of unknown categories are classified as the
category with the highest occurrence among the “k-nearest
neighbors”. When k = 1, the data object of the unknown
category will be attributed to the category of the training
sample closest to its target. The nearest neighbor classifier
is a classification technique based on instance learning or
lazy leaning.

(3) Bayesian classification method: Bayesian classifica-
tion is a very mature statistical classification, mainly
used to predict the possibility of relationships
between class members. For example, the probability
that a particular observation belongs to a particular
category can be determined by the associated charac-
teristics. The Bayesian classifier is based on Bayes’
theorem. The basic Bayesian classifier assumes that
the value of each attribute in the specified category
is independent of each other. When using large data-
bases, Bayesian classifiers can provide higher classifi-
cation accuracy and computational performance.

(4) Neural network classification method: as an
advanced artificial intelligence technology, a neural
network is very suitable for processing nonlinear
and those processing problems characterized by
fuzzy, incomplete, and imprecise knowledge or data
due to its own processing, distributed storage, and
high fault tolerance. This feature of it is very suitable
to solve the problem of data mining.

Similar methods to classify tennis videos using machine
learning include the following:

(1) Use ConvNet to divide frames one by one

(2) Use a time-distributed ConvNet in a network and
pass such features to RNN

(3) Use a 3D convolutional network

(4) Use ConvNet to extract features from each frame and
pass this feature sequence to another RNN

(5) Use ConvNet to extract features from each frame and
pass this feature sequence to another MLP

In summary, the HMM has a unique advantage if the
research problem is based on sequence, such as time
sequence or state sequence. There are two types of data in
the research question. One type of sequence data is observ-
able, that is, the observation sequence, while the other type
of data cannot be observed, that is, the hidden state sequence,
referred to as the state sequence.

4. Audio Stream Analysis of Tennis Match

4.1. Basic Principles of Hidden Markov. Audio classification
is an important means to extract audio structure and con-
tent semantics and has great application value in content-
based audio retrieval. Because the hidden Markov model
(HMM) can well describe the temporal statistical charac-
teristics of audio signals and many audios, it is often clas-
sified into multiple classes. This paper proposes an audio
multilabel classification algorithm based on a hidden Mar-
kov model. The classification algorithm is used to classify
so that an audio has multiple labels. HMM has a double
random process. A Markov chain is a meditation process
with a finite state. Another stochastic process describes
the statistical correspondence based on observations and
statements.

The parameters included in an HMM are as follows:

(1) E: the number of states is included in the Markov
chain. Let a1,⋯, a be e states, then n, nða1 ⋯ anÞ
are the states of the Markov chain at time t

(2) F: the number of observations is corresponding to N
states. Let b1,⋯, bf be F observation values, then o,
o ∈ ðb1,⋯bf Þ are the observation values at time t

(3) Q: the probability of the initial state isQ = ðQ1,⋯,QÞ,
and

Q1 = P n1 = aið Þ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n: ð6Þ

Equation (6) describes the probability that any state in
the HMM is taken as the initial state

(4) N : state transition probability matrix is A = ðCijÞn×n,
and

CijP nt+1 = aj
	 


, 1 ≤ i, j ≤N: ð7Þ

Equation (7) describes the probability of the state at time
t + 1 and takes the state at time t as the condition

(5) B: observation probability matrix is M = ðajkÞn×m,
and

ajk = P ot = bkð Þ, 1 ≤ j ≤N , 1 ≤ k ≤M: ð8Þ

Equation (8) describes the probability that the observed
value is bk when the state is aj at time t.

Therefore, according to the description of each parameter
above, one HMM can be denoted as

λ = E, F,Q,N , Bð Þ ð9Þ
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4.2. Overall Framework of Tennis Audio Stream Analysis

(1) First, preprocess the original audio stream, and

extract the time-domain and frequency-domain fea-

tures of the audio

(2) Second, analyze the extracted feature parameters
using K-means clustering algorithm. And model the
analysis results

(3) Finally, the Baum-Welch algorithm is used to train
the HMM parameters. After the model is trained,

Tennis audio stream
preprocessing 

Audio streaming
time feature and

frequency domain
feature extraction

K-means clustering
algorithm performs

segmented
clustering of feature

parameters

Viterbi algorithm
calculates output

probability

Baum-Welch
algorithm for

training HMM

Comparative
judgment

HMM model for
each voice category 

Classification
recognition results

Raw tennis
audio

stream

Figure 3: The flow diagram of the classification of I give you the ball audio stream based on HMM.

Tennis audio stream

signal 

Pre-emphasis

Add hamming box

Fourier transform

Extract frequency

domain features

Extract temporal

features

Differential MFCC MFCC coefficient
Short-term

obsolescence rate

Short-term average

energy

Figure 4: Block diagram of the extraction process of time domain feature and frequency domain feature parameter of tennis audio stream.
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load the tennis audio to be classified, and use the
Viterbi algorithm to classify and recognize the audio
to obtain the final result. The specific audio classifica-
tion process block diagram is shown in Figure 3

4.3. Tennis Audio Feature Analysis and Extraction. The
extraction process of the time-domain feature parameters
of the tennis audio stream in this paper is shown in
Figure 4.

4.4. Parameters of Training Audio Model. The core idea of
parameter training is based on a specific sequence of observa-
tions A = A1, A2,⋯, At and the initial model parameters λ =
ðE, F,Q,N , BÞ; the model parameters are repeatedly adjusted
to form a new model λ, so that CðO/�λÞ > PðO/λÞ will con-
verge until the CðO/�λÞ is converged. In the process, try to
maximize the probability CðO/�λÞ, and finally get the best
λ = ðQ,N , BÞ. It can be seen from the reevaluation formula
shown in Section 3.1.2 that the appropriate model struc-
ture and the corresponding initialization parameters πi,
aij, and bjk should be selected before the model parameter
training [9].

The continuous hidden Markov (CHMM) observation
sequence is generated by simulating the Gaussian probability
density function. Moreover, many linear combinations of
Gaussian probability density functions are often used in sim-
ulations, and each Gaussian probability density function has
its own mean and covariance. Since the HMM model can be

represented by triple λ = ðQ,N , BÞ, the CHMM can be repre-
sented by a similar structure λ = ðE, F,Wjt , μjt , δ

2
jtÞ, where

Wjt is the weight of the l-th mixed Gaussian element in state
j, μ jt is the mean value of the l-th mixed Gaussian element in

state j, and δ2jt is the covariance of the l-th mixed Gaussian
element in state j [22].

The most important step in CHMMmodel training is the
selection of initial values. Choosing the correct initial value
means that the number of iterations required to reach the
convergence state is the least, and the calculation efficiency
is significantly improved accordingly.

4.5. Audio Classification and Recognition. After training the
CHMMmodel of five types of tennis audio using the method
introduced in the above section, we use the Viterbi algo-
rithm to classify and recognize the five type of tennis
audio that have been trained. The specific classification
steps are [23, 24] as follows:

(1) In preprocessing the input tennis audio stream,
firstly, the tennis audio stream is divided into a
sequence of audio segments of length ls, and then a
Hamming window is added to each audio segment
to obtain a total of nFrame audio frames and each
audio frame extraction feature parameters:

Wi = γi1, γi2,⋯, γi26, 1 ≤ i ≤ nFrame, ð10Þ

Raw
audio
stream

Pretreatment

Feature extraction

Observation set

CHMM
𝜆1

Viterbi
algorithm

Speech recognition i, I = index (max (𝜆i)) 

CHMM
𝜆2

CHMM
𝜆3

CHMM
𝜆4

CHMM
𝜆5

Viterbi
algorithm

Viterbi
algorithm

Viterbi
algorithm

Viterbi
algorithm

Figure 5: Flow chart of audio recognition and classification method based on CHMM.
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where Fi represents the feature vector of the i-th
frame and γij represents the j-th feature value of the
i-th frame.

(2) Obtain the feature vector W =W1,W2,⋯,WnFrame
of the audio segment from the feature parameters of
the audio frame

(3) Calculate the output probability of five types of
models: the sound of hitting a tennis ball, the excited
cheers of the audience, the impassioned voice of the
narrator, the gentle narration of the narrator, and the
background noise contained in the tennis court. And
these five types of models correspond to the observa-
tion sequence W =W1,W2,⋯,WnFrame in step (2)

(4) Select the largest output probability PðO/AÞ from the
output probability group. The CHMM model corre-
sponding to its subscript i is the category of the audio
segment

(5) All audio segments are processed in steps (1)–(4),
and finally, the classification and recognition of the
tennis audio stream are completed. The whole pro-
cess is shown in Figure 5

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, this
article selects two tennis match audios for experimental
analysis.

(1) The first segment contains 256 shots. Each of the five
audio categories selects 20 samples as training data,
and the audio test segment is composed of the
remaining samples. The experimental results are
shown in Figure 6

From the experimental results in Figure 6, it can be
seen that the detection and recognition efficiency of back-
ground noise, impassioned commentary by the narrator,
gentle commentary by the narrator, and cheers are rela-
tively high. The recall rate of batting sound is only
82.3%, which is relatively low, and the number of false
detection is relatively high. Analyzing the reasons, it is
known that the sound of hitting a tennis ball is easily
affected by the background noise of the playing field. For
example, the referee’s yelling when the player is unsuccess-
ful in serving the ball or the sound of some hits in the
game is relatively small and the sound is not obvious;
these will increase the number of false detection and
reduce the detection efficiency.

(2) This article selects a video of the US Open with 72
shots and 56 exciting events as the experimental
material of the algorithm. The experimental results
are shown in Figure 7

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the detection rate of the
bottom line hit event has reached 92% and 88%, which are
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Figure 6: Experimental results of classification, recognition, and detection of audio segments in tennis matches.
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relatively high, while the detection efficiency of 84% and 80%
of the ACE ball event and the tennis event is not very good.
The main reasons are as follows:

(1) The duration of the successful ACE ball through the
second serve is relatively long, and it is easy to miss
the test

(2) It is easy to confuse the batting sound and the ref-
eree’s shouting when the player fails to serve the ball,
which reduces the detection rate of the batting sound

(3) The logo-based slow motion detection method needs
to be further strengthened to reduce the missed
detection rate and false detection rate of slow motion

In summary, the multimodal fusion-based tennis video
event detection method constructed in this paper still has
some areas to be improved and improved. However, com-
pared with methods that rely solely on video features, audio
features, and text features to detect exciting events, the detec-
tion efficiency is much improved. Therefore, the overall
detection effect is satisfactory.

5. Conclusions

Applying the audio information of the lens to the lens class
can better assist in the detection of some wonderful events
in tennis. This article extracts audio signals from the game
shots in the shot classification table and identifies the cheers
and batting sounds in the audio signal of each game shot.
Support vector machine (SVM) is a new machine learning
method developed based on statistical learning theory.
Through experiments, we found that the radial basis function
has better classification performance and calculation speed in
speech classification. In order to overcome the limitation that
SVM can only handle two classification problems, this paper
uses the method of combining SVM and decision tree-SVM
decision method to deal with audio multiclassification

problems. And according to this method, a SVM classifier
is constructed to identify three audio categories: Silence/
Non-Silence, Cheer/Non-Cheer, and Rally/Non-Rally. These
three SVM classifiers are integrated to realize the recognition
of the audio segment type of the tennis match. The experi-
mental results show that it is feasible to use the SVM decision
tree multilevel classifier to identify the audio segment type in
the tennis match. The disadvantage of HMM is that it only
depends on each state and its corresponding observation
object: the sequence labeling problem is not only related to
a single word but also related to the length of the observation
sequence, the context of the word, and so on. The objective
function and the prediction objective function do not match:
what HMM learns is the joint distribution PðY , XÞ of
the state and the observation sequence, and in the pre-
diction problem, what we need is the conditional proba-
bility PðY ∣ XÞ.
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